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The fault-slip type of rock burst is a major threat to the safety of coal mining, and effectively recognizing its signals patterns
is the foundation for the early warning and prevention. At first, a mechanical model of the fault-slip was established and the
mechanism of the rock burst induced by the fault-slip was revealed. Then, the patterns of the electromagnetic radiation, acoustic
emission (AE), and microseismic signals in the fault-slip type of rock burst were proposed, in that before the rock burst occurs,
the electromagnetic radiation intensity near the sliding surface increases rapidly, the AE energy rises exponentially, and the energy
released by microseismic events experiences at least one peak and is close to the next peak. At last, in situ investigations were
performed at number 1412 coal face in the Huafeng Mine, China. Results showed that the signals patterns proposed are in good
agreement with the process of the fault-slip type of rock burst. The pattern recognition can provide a basis for the early warning
and the implementation of relief measures of the fault-slip type of rock burst.

1. Introduction

The fault-slip type of rock burst is one of the main types
of rock burst in coal mines, and it is a great threat to the
mining safety due to its devastation and the large amount
of coal extruded [1, 2]. Effectively recognizing the signals
patterns of the fault-slip type of rock burst not only is the
prerequisite for its early warning, but also plays a great role
in the implementation of relief measures [3–7].

Many researchers have made contributions to the mon-
itoring and early warning of rock burst and proposed
many kinds of monitoring approaches (e.g., electromagnetic
radiation, AE, microseismic signals, and stress) [8–16]. The
electromagnetic radiation monitoring is an approach that
obtains the stress magnitude and variations of coal and rock
by monitoring the intensity and pulse of electromagnetic
radiation [8]. Song et al. and Liu et al. investigated the
approach to estimate the rock burst danger from the intensity
and pulse of electromagnetic radiation and proposed an early
warning criterion [9, 10]. AE is accompanied by the damage of

microcracks in rocks [11]. The damage evolution of rocks can
be obtained bymonitoring the AE energy and frequency. Tan
et al. and Ji et al. proposed the patterns of AE signals based
on two particular geological conditions, respectively [12, 13].
Microseismic monitoring is an approach to determine the
failure degree of rocks by analyzing the energies, frequencies,
and wavelengths of microseismic events gathered by demod-
ulators. Jiang et al. investigated the features of microseismic
signals during the process of rock burst and proposed some
early warning criterions [14]. All these approaches play
important roles for the early warning of rock burst and lay
the foundation for its prevention. In particular, they can
accurately forecast the strain type of rock burst induced by
the mining abutment pressure, which improves the mining
safety effectively.

Although the fault-slip type of rock burst is greatly
influenced by the mining abutment pressure, it is different
from the strain type of rock burst. In fact, the root of the
fault-slip type of rock burst is the relative slipping of fault
walls [17–19]. Therefore, the existing recognition approaches
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Figure 1: Mechanical model of the fault-slip.

of signals patterns for rock burst cannot apply to the fault-
slip type of rock burst [20, 21]. For this reason, this paper first
established a mechanical model of the fault-slip and analyzed
the mechanism of the rock burst induced by the fault-
slip. We then proposed the recognition approaches of the
electromagnetic radiation, AE, and microseismic signals for
the fault-slip type of rock burst. Finally, in situ investigations
were presented to demonstrate the validity of the approaches.

2. Pattern Recognition of Signals

2.1. Mechanical Rationale. Influenced by the geological
changes and tectonic activities, there are many geological
formations in coal-bearing strata. Usually, large build-up of
elastic strain energy occurs near the geological formations.
The forces in coal and rock are in an equilibrium state without
mining activities. Taking a single normal fault as an example,
the mechanical model of the fault-slip is shown in Figure 1. It
shows the forces on the two fault walls around the fault sliding
surface.

Uninfluenced by mining activities, the fault walls are in
stable state and do not move. According to the force balance
of the lower wall, the shear force, 𝐹

𝑇
, and the normal force,

𝐹
𝑁
, at the sliding surface can be expressed, respectively, as
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𝑇
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where 𝑞
1
is vertical stress loaded on the top and bottom of

the fault, 𝑞
2
is the horizontal stress loaded on the sides of the

fault, 𝐿
1
is the length of the downside of the lower wall, 𝐿

2
is

the length of the upside of the lower wall, and𝐻 is the height
of the lower wall.

Considering the geometrical relationship

tan 𝜃 = 𝐿1 − 𝐿2
𝐻
, (3)

then the shear stress, 𝜎, and the normal stress, 𝜏
𝑇
, at the

sliding surface were calculated, respectively, as
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Figure 2: The cross section of a normal fault and abutment
distribution: C1 is the preexisting tectonic pressure curve; C2 is
the mining abutment pressure curve; and C3 is the superimposed
pressure curve.

The shear strength of the sliding surface can be obtained
as [22]

𝜏 = 𝑐 + 𝑞
1
sin2𝜃 tan𝜑 + 𝑞

2
sin2𝜃 tan𝜑, (6)

where 𝑐 is the cohesion and 𝜑 is the friction angle.
If the shear stress at the sliding surface is larger than its

shear strength, the fault walls will slip relatively, and vice
versa. Thus, the slipping criterion of the fault walls is

𝜏
𝑇

{

{

{

≤ 𝜏 no fault-slip occurs

> 𝜏 the fault-slip occurs,
(7)

Without any mining activities, no rock burst occurs for
the fault walls do not slip relatively. According to (7), the shear
stress at the sliding surface is less than its shear strength in this
condition. Influenced by mining activities, the vertical stress,
𝑞
1
, and the horizontal stress, 𝑞

2
, may change. So both values of

the shear stress at the sliding surface and the shear strength
change. In the condition that the shear stress at the sliding
surface is smaller than its shear strength, the fault walls do not
slip relatively and no rock burst occurs. However, if the shear
stress at the sliding surface is larger than its shear strength,
the fault walls will slip relatively. Once the slipping begins, it
will accelerate for the static friction converts to the dynamical
friction, which will result in rock burst.

For example, when the coal face moves from the upper
wall to the normal fault, the abutment pressure distribution
is shown in Figure 2. The curves C1 and C2 present the
distribution of the preexisting tectonic pressure and the
mining abutment pressure, respectively. During the coal face
closing to the fault, the preexisting tectonic pressure and
the mining abutment pressure superimpose; see curve C3
in Figure 2. Part of the front coals will fail due to the high
superimposed pressure, which results in lower supporting
force to the upper rocks. In this condition, the shear stress
at the sliding surface will increase. When it is larger than the
shear strength, a fault-slip type of rock burst will occur.

2.2. Recognition Approaches. Before the fault-slip occurs, the
rough sliding surface will be smoothed under high stress,
with accompanying failure of coals and rocks. Therefore,
whether the fault-slip type of rock burst will occur or not can
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Figure 3: Patterns of the electromagnetic radiation intensity with
the closing of the coal face to the fault.

be determined by recognizing the patterns of stress, energy,
and failure degree of coal and rock near the sliding surface.

(1) Patterns of the Electromagnetic Radiation Intensity. Studies
show that the danger of rock burst increases with the
concentration degree of stress in coal and rock [4, 17]. And the
strength of the electromagnetic radiation signals is positively
related to the stress state of rock.Therefore, we can determine
the danger of the fault-slip type of rock burst from the
variations of the electromagnetic radiation signals near the
sliding surface. With the closing of the coal face to the fault,
the variations of the electromagnetic radiation intensity are
shown in Figure 3.

The coal face is approaching the fault. Hence, the electro-
magnetic radiation intensity near the sliding surface begins
to increase for the rocks are loaded by both the preexisting
tectonic pressure and the mining abutment pressure. Since
the coal face continues advancing to the fault, if the electro-
magnetic radiation intensity ismaintained at a high level for a
long time and then decreases slowly (see the trapezoid type in
Figure 3), no rock burst will occur. In this condition, the high
concentrated stress moves to the area farther away from the
fault. However, if the high concentrated stress does not move
away, the electromagnetic radiation intensity near the sliding
surface will increase rapidly (see the rapidly increasing type
in Figure 3). In this condition, there is a high risk of the fault-
slip type of rock burst because large build-up of elastic strain
energy occurs near the sliding surface.

(2) Patterns of the AE Energy. During the rock mass damage
and failure processes, the stored energy is dissipated and
released in the form of AE and microseismic event. The
accumulation of AE is a direct reflection of the damage
in rocks, and we can estimate the rock mass stability by
analyzing the AE frequency and energy in a particular area
[12]. Experiments show that the AE frequency and energy
increase exponentially while the loading stress is close to its
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Figure 4: Patterns of AE energy with the closing of the coal face to
the fault.

strength and reaches the maximum at the strength [23]. With
the closing of the coal face to the fault, the variations of the
AE energy are shown in Figure 4.

The AE energy near the sliding surface rises because
the rock flaws extend and merge under the superimposed
pressure when the coal face is close to the fault. As the coal
face continues advancing to the fault, if the AE energy is
maintained at a high level for a long time and then decreases
slowly (see the trapezoid type in Figure 4), no rock burst
will occur. In this condition, the high concentrated stress
moves to the area farther away from the fault. However, if
the AE energy near the sliding surface rises exponentially
(see the exponentially rising type in Figure 4), this is highly
dangerous. In this condition, a large amount of elastic strain
energy is accumulated near the sliding surface for the high
concentrated stress does not move away, and the fault-slip
type of rock burst is very likely to happen.

(3) Patterns of the Microseismic Signal. Comparing with AE,
microseismic signal is another kind of wave with higher
energy and lower frequency. It is accompanied by rock
ruptures, with the energy ranging from 102 to 105 J and the
frequency less than 150Hz [14]. By analyzing the microseis-
mic data in a particular area, we can determine the failure
degree of rocks. With the closing of the coal face to the fault,
the variations of the energy released by microseismic events
are shown in Figure 5.

The coal face is approaching the fault. Hence, the energy
released by microseismic events near the sliding surface
increases because both the microseismic energy and fre-
quency increase due to the larger amount of rock ruptures.
Since the coal face continues advancing to the fault, if the
released energy is maintained at a high level for a long
time and then decreases slowly (see the trapezoid type in
Figure 5), no rock burst will occur. In this condition, the high
concentrated stress moves to the area farther away from the
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Table 1: Lithology description.

Sequence Appellation Thickness (m) Symbol Description

1 Siltstone 10.4 Grey black, medium-
and thick-bedded

2 Fine sandstone 12.6 Grey black, siliceous
cement and dense

3 Gritstone 7.9 Grey, sandy structure
and well sorted.

4 Sandy mudstone 5.8
Hard coal core and

sandy evenly
distributed.

5 Number 4 seam 6.2 Semibright with
simple structure.
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Figure 5: Patterns of the energy released by microseismic events
with the closing of the coal face to the fault.

fault. However, if the released energy experiences multiple
peaks and is close to the next peak (see the multipeak type
in Figure 5), there is a high risk of the fault-slip type of rock
burst. In this condition, the high concentrated stress does not
move away and large build-up of elastic strain energy occurs
near the sliding surface because there is very small energy
released between two adjacent peaks.

3. Cases Investigations

3.1. Geological Conditions. The trial work was conducted
at number 1412 coal face in the Huafeng Mine, Shandong
Province, China. The coal seam is simple in geological
formation. The buried depth of the coal seam is from 1083.5
to 1215.8m, with an average of 1170m. The thickness of the
coal seam ranges from 5.5 to 6.9m, with an average of 6.2m.
The dip angle is from 30 to 34∘. The immediate roof is 5.8m
thick sandy mudstone and 7.9m thick gritstone. The basic
roof is 12.6m thick fine sandstone and 10.4m thick siltstone,
as shown in Table 1.

The strike length and the incline length of the coal face
are 2190 and 143m, respectively.The longwall top-coal caving
mining technology is used and the coal face advances 12m
per day. There is a normal fault named F18 crossing the face,
about 1052.7 to 1198.6m away from the open-off, with the dip
angle of 62∘ and the throw of 8.5m, as shown in Figure 6.

The average compressive strength of coal is approximately
19.58MPa.The immediate roof is siltstone and sandstonewith
the average thickness of 19.3m, and its average compressive
strength is of 69.26MPa. The main roof is siltstone and
fine sandstone with the average thickness of 38.2m, and its
average compressive strength is of 102.8MPa. Both the coal
and the roof strata show some burst trend.

3.2. Monitoring Schemes. The monitoring work was con-
ducted from July to December 2014. An electromagnetic
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radiationmonitoring instrument (KBD5, Xuzhou FuanTech-
nology Co., Ltd.), an AE monitoring system (KJ623, Uroica
Mining Safety Engineering Co., Ltd.), and a microseismic
monitoring system (KJ551, Beijing Anke Technology Co.,
Ltd.) were used as the monitoring devices, as demonstrated
by Figure 7. There were two surveying stations, Station I
and Station II, as shown in Figure 6. In each station, there
were six measuring points of the electromagnetic radiation
monitoring instrument with the spacing of 10m, four AE
sensors with the spacing of 30m, and four demodulators
of the microseismic monitoring system with the spacing of
50m.TheAE sensor wasmounted at the end of a special cable
that was 2000mm in the coal wall, as shown in Figure 7(c).
The demodulator was installed in the roof at the depth
of 18m by a drill hole with the diameter of 58mm. The
electromagnetic radiation signal wasmonitored and recorded
manually every four hours. And the signals of AE and
microseismic event were in real-time monitored with all the
data stored simultaneously.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Results. The monitoring results were shown in Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 8(a), the electromagnetic radiation inten-
sity was about 50mV before September 25 and increased to
about 105mV between September 25 and October 8. Then,
the electromagnetic radiation intensity began to increase
rapidly and reached about 400mV on October 18, nearly
eight times larger than that of the beginning. After that, the
electromagnetic radiation intensity decreased suddenly and
remained at about 45mV. As shown in Figure 8(b), the AE
energy was really small before September 27 and experienced
an exponential rising between September 27 and October 19.
Then, the AE energy reduced rapidly to the initial level. As
shown in Figure 8(c), there was nomicroseismic event before
September 25. The number of microseismic events began to
increase on September 26 and the largest number was about
70 onOctober 20.The energy released bymicroseismic events
rose to a peak of about 15.2 kJ onOctober 4.Then, the released
energy decreased to a nadir of about 2.5 kJ on October 7 and
increased gradually to about 23.9 kJ onOctober 19. After that,

the released energy decreased rapidly and remained at about
3.8 kJ.

A rock burst of magnitude 1.3 occurred in the coal
face on October 18, which causes about 38 tons of coal
thrown into the face. Compared with the variations of the
electromagnetic radiation intensity, AE energy, and energy
released by microseismic events as the coal face advances,
the rock burst occurred after a rapidly increasing period of
the electromagnetic radiation intensity, after an exponential
rising period of the AE energy, and about two days before
the energy released bymicroseismic events reached its second
peak.

4.2. Discussions. Effectively recognizing the signals patterns
is not only the promise of the early warning for the rock burst
but also the basis for the implementation of relief measures.
As one of the main types of rock burst, the fault-slip type
of rock burst is a great threat to the mining safety, and it
is necessary to investigate the recognition approaches of its
signals patterns.

Asmentioned above, the rough sliding surface is smoothed
under high stress before the fault-slip occurs, accompanied
by the failure of coals and rocks. Studies show that the
strength of the electromagnetic radiation signal is positively
related to the stress state of rocks and the signals of AE and
microseismic event can reflect the damage and failure degree
of rocks [8, 9, 11–14]. Therefore, we can determine the stress
and energy states and failure degree from the variations of the
electromagnetic radiation, AE, andmicroseismic signals near
the sliding surface, which can reflect the risk of the fault-slip
type of rock burst.

During the coal face closing to the fault, the fault-
slip type of rock burst will happen under some conditions,
for example, when the electromagnetic radiation intensity
near the sliding surface increases rapidly, or the AE energy
rises exponentially, and the energy released by microseismic
events experiences at least one peak and is close to the
next peak. In situ investigations in number 1412 coal face
of the Huafeng Mine showed that the signals patterns are
in good agreement with the process of the fault-slip type of
rock burst. Therefore, we can give advance warning of the
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fault-slip type of rock burst by analyzing the variations of
the electromagnetic radiation, AE, and microseismic signals,
which also provides some basis for the implementation of
relief measures.

5. Conclusions

(1) The stresses near the sliding surface are redistributed
due to the mining activities. Once the shear stress
at the surface is larger than its shear strength, the

fault-slip will occur, which is the root of the fault-
slip type of rock burst. Before the fault-slip occurs,
the surface will be smoothed under high stress, with
accompanying failure of coals and rocks.

(2) Before the fault-slip type of rock burst occurs, the
electromagnetic radiation intensity near the sliding
surface increases rapidly, the AE energy rises expo-
nentially, and the energy released by microseismic
events experiences at least one peak and is close
to the next peak. In situ investigations showed that
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Figure 8: Monitoring results.

the signals patterns are in good agreement with the
process of the fault-slip type of rock burst.

(3) Based on the effective recognition of the electro-
magnetic radiation, AE, and microseismic signals,
the early warning of the fault-slip type of rock burst
can be achieved, so is the determination of the
implementation of relief measures.
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